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A perfect blend of snazzy style and creative pattern, Angie Grace brings you 50 original coloring

designs suitable for adults and older children. In this volume you'll find fabulous filigrees, twisty

twirly symmetry and whimsical floral inspired pinwheels and swirls.  Artwork is printed on one side of

the page only and has been drawn with marker artists and colored pencil fans in mind. (Crayon

artists, keep your sharpener handy!)
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I color as a relaxing hobby, and the designs in "Snazzy" are really good. What starts out looking

complicated becomes more and more fun as you continue with the patterns. Happy coloring

everyone!

I love this Snazzy Coloring Book! The designs are so cool and so fun to color. I wasn't sure what it

would look like when I got it but when I looked through it I was very happy. This is good for a more

advanced person who enjoys coloring. I highly recommend this.

This is my first Angie Grace book. Love the patterns. Not enough time in the day to color as many of

them as I want to so far. Each one has taken an hour to two hours to complete. Sone look easy but

are not as easy as they appear once you start coloring. I love them though. Great patterns, fun and

unique. Markers, colored pencils and fine line markers work great. Experienced bleed through with



the markers. Put a sheet of paper between the pages and nothing transferred to the next page.

Overall, this is a book full of fun patterns that will keep you busy for a long time. So many creative

color options.

This is the 3rd book in Angie's Pattern series.She does it again :) Really you can't go wrong with an

Angie coloring book. The designs are well drawn and she really keeps the colorist in mind. These

are a bit more challenging to color than in her previous books but still very enjoyable. It is very

Snazzy!The designs are on one side which is always nice. Ultra fine Bic Mark Its or Sharpies work

very well with these books.

Angie Grace coloring books are amazing. They have a variety of different themes and sophisticated

patterns. They are clean, not cluttered like some other books out there. Angie is a true artist and her

designs are very original. I have several of her books and I enjoy coloring in each.

Love Angie Grace's books!!Great patterns, and I like the fact that pages are one-sided (because

markers DO soak through!).Wish the pages were perforated, though, as some other brands are.

Loved the book, it is nicely printed, and looks like a quality product. The paper is just right if you

want to use markers. I Will definitely buy more

These are completely awesome coloring books for all ages.
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